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What properties does your pencil have that makes it 
easier for you to write? What makes a pencil easy 
to hold? You are probably thinking that a pencil is 
hard and thin. This makes it easier to use when 
writing on paper. What if your pencil was made out 
of rubber, like an eraser, and was very thick? Would 
this make it easier or more difficult to write?

Materials have properties that are used for different 
purposes. Unlike your pencil, a tire on a car needs 
to be flexible, which means it can bend easily. Hard 
tires would make a car ride very bumpy and rough! 

Can you think of properties of your bed that make it 
comfortable for sleeping?

We classify things according to their 
physical properties. For example, some 
rocks are rough, while others are smooth. 
They have different textures.

Objects have properties. 
Knowing and understanding an object’s properties can help us decide how to use it. 
Objects that are flexible are best used for making things bounce or roll. Objects that 
are very heavy might be best used to hold something in place. These are just a few 
examples of how an object’s properties help us decide how to use it.
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Physical Properties of Matter
Some physical properties describe an object’s flexibility. A flexible object is one that 
can bend. Other physical properties include size, shape, color, texture, and whether 
it can absorb liquid.

Properties of a Shoe
Look at the picture of a pair of shoes. Which property from the table describes how 
shoes are good for walking? Are there more than one? 

Since shoes are bendable, they are able to move with a person’s feet. Other 
properties that are important are shape and size. If the shoes do not fit the shape or 
size of someone’s foot, it would make walking more difficult. The color and texture 
are less important properties.

Property Description

Color Brown

Size 7

Shape Oval on bottom

Flexibility Bendable

Texture Soft, smooth
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What tools or tests can you use to measure or observe matter?
Physical properties can be observed and measured. Size, color, and shape are 
properties that can be observed by using your senses. Measurements made with 
tools can be used to describe other physical properties of matter. Let’s take a closer 
look at some other properties of matter.

● You can compare objects by using their weight. Weight refers to how heavy or 
light something is. If someone held a baseball in one hand and a golf ball in the 
other, they could compare both objects. The baseball is heavier than the golf 
ball. It would be more difficult to hit a baseball using a golf club, and it wouldn’t 
travel as far as a golf ball would. Look at the chart below to see other objects 
that are heavy or light.

Heavy Light

● Length is the distance from one end of something to the other. When we 
compare objects by using length, we describe them as long or short. Let’s 
pretend a ball rolled under the fridge. Would you need an object that is short or 
long to help you reach the ball? The length of an object can be measured using 
a ruler. Look at the toy car and the pencil below. The toy car is short and the 
pencil is long. 

Using a ruler can be tricky! Make sure to line up the items at the correct end of 
the ruler. To get an accurate measurement, scientists carefully line up the item 
at the end of the ruler.
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● Texture is what an object feels like. Sandpaper has a 
rough texture. Glass has a smooth texture. A cotton 
shirt is soft, while some rocks are hard.

● Flexibility describes an object’s ability to bend. 
Flexible objects bend easily. Some flexible objects will 
bend and stay that way. Other objects can return to 
their original shape.

Rubber bands are 
flexible. They bend 
and return to their 
original shape.

The properties an object has can help us decide how to use it.

For example, different types of shoes are used for different purposes. Think back to 
the properties that were used to describe the sneakers on page 2. What differences 
do you notice about the types of shoes in the pictures below? How do the properties 
of these two types of shoes affect how they are used in real life?
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